











































































































Algebra Beritseminar
A proof that every convexquarternaryquartic

is a sum of squares
Notations Let on KEN
The polynomial ringover 42 in on variables

REIT REX in

The vector space of homogenouspolynomials or forms in n

variables of degree K

Hack p Feng P IE REED
The set of positive semidefinitePSD forms

Pack PEHack P20g
If K Zd is even
is the set of all forms which are a Cfinite sum ofsquares

Gaza LPEHard p 707 Oi eHa

Sincesquares are nonnegative it is clear that everySOS
form is already PSD i.e for nedelN it holds

nad EPard
The obvious question that arises whether or not the converse

is true as well This was answered by Hilbert in

the following Theorem














































































































Thon 1888Hilbert Let nidelN be arbitrary Then it holds

Emea Phra or 1 or d l or Gild 3,4

Hence we have the following picture














































































































Now that the relation between PSD andSOSforms isfully
characterized one could ask what happens if we consider

additional properties One could for example ask what
happens in the picture if we consider in addition convex
forms since convexity plays an important rolee.g in

optimization

Det Let new A multivariate function f Rn3112 is convex

Hoage theEoDr fGbata Dg e A ft

There is also an equivalent characterization when the
function is twice differentiable see 7 Saez 6xD

Prop Let firn IR be twice differentiable Then

f is convex VxeD.hr 82 64 0

This motivates the following definition

Def The set of convexforms in n variables of degree K is

dei hpeHack tocERA OcpCodEog














































































































First Results

It turns out that it can be seen rathereasilythat
for a degree K I indeed every convex form is PSD

Prop Lef new and KEIN Then it holds ConkCPack
proof Let pecaak be arbitrary Clearly it holds p.CO O

Heme it saltices toshow that p has a global minimum at 0

Assumenot Then there is some ocek s t p go

Take he D arbitrary It holds

ftp.cocjehompctocj pflxtd t OPETFpG4tClHpCo dpGc

Hence dividing by p EO shows

XK Z X
which is a contradiction since he D This
shows the claim

On the other hand not every PSD form is convex

as one can see in the following

Example a Consider pCXiY Ry e Ea cPay Then itholds
open EI i 02pA'd I














































































































Hence we have 02pct I 42 0 since

det 02pAD he 16 12 0 This shows that

PE Eau lCray In particular not even every 808

form is convex More general it can be seen that

X2d2y2E Ezza for arbitrary dew

b Neither the Motzkin nor theRobinson form is convex

The Robinson farm for example is givenby
pr w a X2y2xy2z2tx2z2 4Xyzw CPyy184,4

The following values are computedusingsome MATLAB code

which can be foundin my thesis Take

k O 2785 0.5468 0.8875 O GGKS EIRY
Then 02pm x has a strictlynegativeeigenvalue moreprecisely

its eigenvalues are

2.0251 0.6403 3.2684 8.8224
This shows that the Robinson form pr is not convex
















































































































so far we have the following picture for nd 1 and Card143,4g

The question which arises is whether or not every convex form
is SOS This was asked by Parillo in 2007 Two years
later Blekherman answered inL2 the question to thenegative

byusing some volume arguments However no explicit
example of a convex but not 805 form is known until

today The easiest cases where such an examplecould
exist are for GRd C 44 CBGB In 2019

El Khadir proved in EI that for ChRd Gil indeedevery
convex quarternary quartic is a SOS














































































































For understanding the proof we need some more definitions

for more details consider e.g S SectionGKJ and 54 Section
Tensors

In the following let 1KEUR be arbitrary
Definition het nekelN The set of all n dimensional real or complex
tensors of order K is defined as

Tk TK KY LG Jj n l od CKJ

ExampleCa For new Kel T CKD is the set of all vectors
in Hen
b For new K 2 T2 Kh is the set of all real or complex
axon matrices

Ronk Let T CT Yj j i NET CKD bearbitrary Then

ft K K ft Cod oak E Tt xjinnog.tt
K x Visyjk4mn

is multilinear Further THAT is a bijection between

the set of tensors and the set of multilinear mappings

f i fkn x xRn IK

Det A tensor TET CRM is symmetric

V KESKV jy.yje lin.in TJ k as Jack














































































































Equivalently ft Knx X kn SIK is invariant underpermutation

of its arguments Further the set of symmetric tensors

of order K is denoted by SK Kent eSk

Det For n KEIN e x't n IKEKen we define the outer product

Xk Kj ogk.ie jn jk i nET
Further the symmetric outer product is defined as

x 0 Ox Efg x E HESTRY

Remark aFor ace Kne it holds a X X x We will

farther write It x x x x KEIN
K X K X

b It holds a y x YT for all day CHe
We will also write xyEoc

y.Det.iFor new jig Needs MJ Srt If ji n we define the

generalized binomial coelticient
ge ji je

Now we can prove the followingTheorem

Then There is a bijection 4Hnk SKARD between the set

of homogeneouspolynomials in n variables of degree K and the














































































































get 8kg127 of realsymmetric ordime tensors of order k

proof hee p I pa HEHmk bearbitraryWritingeachmonomialactinonKkk

ofdegree K as the product of K single variables leads to

p C F k Xj Xjr
ji sjk

Goal Choose the coelticients FJ ER in such a way that they
are invariant order permutation of indices

Therefore let jii yjr.EE MS be arbitrary For iehlin ng take
ai ElenaKS je is

hlehln.is Xje xiJ
and define

p
K

g Pa 2 Px

Then it clearly holds PV K PUT Jack for all reesk
and the coelticients p't K are uniquely determined by
this proport since it must hold

p Ti k

ja yk 94yay x4xji XjK P

for cell x Therefore the mapping

y Hack SKARD p poi K jayjkbn.sn














































































































with BJ KER as above is welldefined and injective

Clearly it is also surjective since for CT Tj j ES
it holds 8 TJ Xj Xjr CHnk This showsji yjk in

the claim T

Det For preHonk we say that Tp 4 p is the tensor
associated to p Further if K 2d e IN is even we define

Qp D HRM TR QpGay TPG
dx dir

as the biform associated to p

These notions are crucial in the next section

The Generalized CauchySchwenz Inequalities

Let us start by giving the regular CauchySchwarz Inequalities
Thon CSI het QER be pad Then it holds

VxcycRhiocTQyea.TOyTQyVzECniZTQz 2 ZtQz.zTQET

El Khader managed to prove the followinggeneralization for
convex forms
















































Ttm Generalized CSI Leepecard be an arbitraryconvexform
in n variables of degree 2d Qp Rhi IR be the

associated biform Then there are Ad Ba 20 thatdepend

only on the degree Zd St

FaycRn QpGay a Ad PG4p.ly
V zacn Ip I a Bd Qp ZE

Prop Let Qe be symmetricanddefine thequadraticform pQ XTQx
where X Gi Xn T is the vector of variables Theni

pQ is convex S Q Io

proof This is clear since Opa 2Q and henceRp 2Q
Hence pombeingconvex coincides with Qbeingpsd

RemarkTurther the biform associated to pQ isgivenby
Qpa Rn xRn IR QpaGay oEQy

This shows that the Generalized CSI's are indeed a generalization
of the regular ones where 21 2 p pa CCnp CQpsd
and constants Ad Bd l



Optimal Constants

Det For dew the optimal constants of the G CSI's are

determinedby

Ad into A set VnctNVpecn.aeHayek QpGay ApG4pCyT

BE fg.to B s t VnENVpecnrdt.EC Ip I E BQp E

Remark Using the primal and dual structure of theoptimizationproblems
in the definition of A and B one can prove the

following results

is bdeal AI Boit 21
AE AE AE l
For all even delNz A 2,1

is Vdeau Bd 2day4 Catalannumbers seeEdD
d

Farther there is the following conjectureformulated by El Khader

Conjecture For all odd dew it holds A L

Remark In particular we know that for d 2 it holds

AE t BI C l

This will be used in theproof of the inclusion C 8



What separates the Sos farms ya from the
non SOS forms inside Pay

The following result is based on the work of Blekherman
which uses the socalled CayleyBacharach relations
El Khadir managed to furthersimplify those results under
the usage of classical tools fromoptimizationsuch as

the KarushKuhnTucker KET conditions This way he obtained
the following conditions on a PSD form pEP to beSOS

Then A nonnegative quarternary quartic pcPym is 808 i e PEE
if and only if the following two conditions hold

t Hr r8 c1124 Vaz case c L lily s t err t 2 ai
et ri 0 i

p e 2 peril
2 Hrs r8 CRYV zeets.t.I tzV az.in as C 41115

Srt 2 Et EET 5ai ri T i

2dpGHtReCpGDs parity



MainTheorem

In this Sectionowe use the GCSE's to prove that every
convex guarternary quartic fulfills the two conditions

from the previous Theorem whichyields that Cay C Iq

Theorem It holds Cay E Eyre
proof Let pecxie bearbitrary We want to show that
p satisfies the conditionsC 2 of the previousTheorem

First of all we know that p satisfies the GCSI's with

optimal constants equal to one i e

V x.ge QpCoc.y pCxrpCyT l

V ZE Ip I E QpQ 2

Now take a look at the conditions 4 2 i

G Let ri r8 c RX and azan ages 111J be se r D airicrif
IE PAYE Ezp 2

Remember that the matrix product of a vector with its transpose

is the same as the Gymmetric outer product of with itself
i e xxt x.ox.sc Hence we have

f 2 82ai ri 2



Squaring bothsides i e takingagain thesymmetricouter product
of each side with itself shows

t
iy.EE aiajEYED 3

Now write p E F Kj Xj Srt the coefficients
fee jx 4 at

pujijeeps are invariant underpermutation of indices

This shows for day i

Qpfay C F ogxj.yjzyjzjivcjx lv.it 4

q FJ c2y9ju.i.y
ji i y l it

Hence we have

pCry I fJiiU4 y yiiJxjir.y're4 it

iyEaiajjf.fi F Kriperggia x

Ed aiajQpcri.rs

z laigIIQpcri.roF
EE ftp.crilpcr E peril

This shows that 1 holds



2 Let r er C R a2EQYS.tn ZEE and azanaged1,1J
bearbitrarysuch that 2 Etz air r As in Ci 3
one can see that

24 22222 24 aiaj HF S

Further we have

p i 2Qp.CZ tpfE
delp
Ef jx y yF

t2Ez2 zyvi y

aiaj o pjijxfrigzcrjgy.si x
G

ij jar jail it

j aiaj
QpGiirj

This yields
2

24K RelpGD E 2 QpGE t help

p 2Qp.GE tpCE

ftp.aiajQpfri.ro

laid Qpcri.rs I
L

I E pcril.pk
2

fEgpCriT

This shows the claim
I
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